
Influencing Food Equipment Buyers 

The Science of Values & Influencing People



Curious things that led 
to doing well & good



The Story of Bob & Sally



Who were 
The Mysterious 90%? 



Every organization wants 
to engage and motivate people



Three Friends 
in an Alley at Midnight



Behavioral Science



What we value 
determines what we do



The Human Genome Project 
The Valuegraphics Project 



Turns out the answer is 56



The future of insights 
is a three-legged stool



Demographics describe
Psychographics record
Valuegraphics motivate



Let’s look at some data



Unlocking + Extrapolation



Equipment decision influencers in food 
manufacturing facilities

____________

Senior roles in procurement & engineering



https://vizzlo.com/d/VPpriPbOQiKblm8E-221TQ


https://vizzlo.com/d/qEQ5FBnGThazibtJCbVjhw


Health & Well-Being
Loyalty 

Personal Responsibility 
Experiences 

Personal Growth
Positive Environments



The Values Thinking Process

What 
you 
have

What 
they 
want



  Issue
Amplify the sales 
preparation they love



Loyalty 
+

Personal
Responsibility

 Issue
Amplify the sales 
preparation they love



Loyalty 
+

Personal
Responsibility

Values Thinking Solution
Annual studies so client 

can identify opportunities 
and make decisions

Issue
Amplify the sales 
preparation they love



  Issue
Correct the time consuming 
aspect of the sales process 
that they hate



Experiences 
+

Personal
Responsibility

 Issue
Correct the time consuming 
aspect of the sales process 
that they hate



Experiences 
+

Personal
Responsibility

Values Thinking Solution
Automate the time 

consuming portion of the 
sales process to give the 

client control

Issue
Correct the time consuming 
aspect of the sales process 
that they hate



  
Issue
Give them the 
personalization and 
situational knowledge they 
want from their sales 
representatives



Personal 
Growth

+
Loyalty

 
Issue
Give them the 
personalization and 
situational knowledge they 
want from their sales 
representatives



Personal 
Growth

+
Loyalty

Values Thinking Solution
Use virtual assistants to 

gather niche intelligence to 
write a regular personal 

letter with useful insights

Issue
Give them the 
personalization and 
situational knowledge they 
want from their sales 
representatives



  Issue
Canadian manufacturers are 
slow to adopt automation 
compared to US 
counterparts



Health & 
Well-Being

+
Positive 

Environments

 Issue
Canadian manufacturers are 
slow to adopt automation 
compared to US 
counterparts



Health & 
Well-Being

+
Positive 

Environments

Values Thinking Solution
Position the automation 

advantage around personal 
environments, and   

reduction in negativity

Issue
Canadian manufacturers are 
slow to adopt automation 
compared to US 
counterparts



Three ways to find 
the values of your target audience



Custom Valuegraphic Profiles



We Are All the Same Age Now
Use the Archetype Quiz



The Three 
Telltale Questions



1
Why do you go to work?



2
Why would you give away 
half your lottery winnings?



3
What would you say to your 
10-years-ago-self. And why?



Three things to take away



Three Friends in an Alley



Three Friends in an Alley
 

The Three Legged Stool 



Three Friends in an Alley
 

The Three Legged Stool 

The Three Telltale Questions



Three Videos & Valuegraphics Labs



Let’s end where we started



The Mysterious 90% 
weren’t so different after all



10.5% is the best we could hope for



But this is bigger than all of that. 
It’s bigger than all of us. 



Demographic profiling perpetuates 
binary thinking, and harmful stereotypes 



But here’s the good news…



If we just change the way we look at people 
we will change what happens with our work 



And if we just change the way 
we look at each other 

we will eventually change the world



#valuesdriven | valuegraphics.com


